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Bless Me, Ultima: The Cultural Distress Of A Young Society Essay example .. Summary of Bless Me, Ultima Bless Me,
Ultima is a story about the maturation of a.

She seems to bring life to things around her. Antonio sits with her at her bedside and buries the owl as she
requests after she dies. Tony also has three older brothers, but they are off fighting at War. Antonio is horrified
at this prophesy and does not understand why everyone must be destroyed for the sins of a few people.
Abraham Maslow, a highly celebrated psychologist, has dissected this topic and created a theory of
self-actualization where he outlines a pyramid through which one ascends and achieves specific needs until he
reaches an actualized state. Before he can tell Florence about the golden carp, however, Florence drowns in
the river. When Ultima joins the Marez household, Antonio views her as a figure of wisdom and guidance and
relies upon her judgment in determining the course of his life. However, humanity has a type of ignorance in a
sense that compels them to force their own beliefs onto others. He witnesses the deaths of his close friends and
family. When spring arrives, it is finally time for Antonio to take his first Communion. We question whether
that higher being truly cares for us or are we just a game for it to pass the time. Extremely traumatized by his
witnessing of this third death, Antonio is sent to work on the Luna farm for the summer. This is rebutted in the
case of Antonio Marez, who can recall his dreams with vivid details which unfortunately instead of helping
him inevitably burdens him. If so, can anyone truly call their lives their own? It is when he is with Ultima that
Antonio first senses the presence of the river, a spirit of harmony in the natural world. Within the novel Bless
Me , Ultima by Rudolfo Anaya , there are many instances of Antonio having these lucid dreams that hold
personal thoughts and emotions at such a young age. Family is one of the most important factors that help
shape a person's life. Antonio spends several happy weeks at the Luna farm. His mother tells him that he will
understand when he begins to take Communion, and he begins to look forward anxiously to the day he will be
old enough to do so. Ultima continues to teach Antonio lessons about moral independence and goodness. As
this takes place Antonio is surrounded by various conflicts that in a way help him make his decisions. When
the fall arrives, Antonio begins to go to school. Antonio, the main character in the book, at such a young age
he is witness to death, violence and evil. There were three types of religion that I identified in the book that
young Anthony chose to pursue Early in the novel, he witnesses the killing of Lupito, a war veteran, and fears
that his father may be punished by God for being with the men who killed Lupito. When Leon, Eugene, and
Andrew arrive home, however, they are traumatized by their experiences in the war and are unable to adjust
back to the quiet life of Guadalupe. He is too late and arrives just in time to see Tenorio shoot the owl. At last,
the time comes for Antonio to begin preparing for his Communion. He questions God, he communicates with
the dead, the dead ask him for blessings. Amoroso Pd.

